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Description:
Now, for the first time ever, a compilation of all the critical material related to confined space hazards and emergencies is available! Designed with a vivid, full-color layout, Confined Space and Structural Rope Rescue is a complete technical guide and reference for rescue training in confined space and industrial environments. Everything you need is here, conveniently packaged into 400 pages, this book covers all aspects of confined space and structural rope rescue operations including: Team development, Rigging and hauling techniques, Patient considerations, Hazard reduction strategies, Compliance issues and a whole lot more! Recommended by the NFPA and the AIHA.
ISBN: 0-8151-7383-0
Confined space rescue is a subset of technical rescue operations that involves the rescue and recovery of victims trapped in a confined space or in a place only accessible through confined spaces, such as underground vaults, storage silos, storage tanks, or sewers. Confined space rescues can be technically challenging due to the environment in which they occur. Confined spaces are often narrow and constricting, preventing easy access by rescuers. They are usually either unlit or poorly lit, so possible confined space rescue strategies include the following: Self-rescue when the circumstances, the nature of the hazards and the control measures available allow; Rescue by team members (trained rescue personnel) using non-entry methods if feasible. Rescuers must climb down or up the permit space respectively to enter it. Vertical portals may require knowledge of rope techniques, or special patient packaging to safely retrieve a downed entrant. For confined space entry, it is important for the authorised manager to designate a standby worker; one or more workers who are trained in industrial first aid, and also trained in confined space emergency and rescue procedures. Confined Space Rescue Equipment & Rescue Systems, by CMC. Committed to providing optimum equipment, hardware and training gear to confined space entry & trench rescue organizations. Sharing a pride in product quality, value and workmanship, but above all, service to both career and volunteer confined space professionals. Some of the Confined Space products available from CMC. Harnesses â€¢ Hardware â€¢ Anchor Devices â€¢ Rope & Web â€¢ Bags & Packs â€¢ Systems & Kits â€¢ Patient Care & Transport â€¢ Personal Gear â€¢ Auxiliary Equipment â€¢ DBI/Sala Winch â€¢ Pulleys â€¢ Carabiners â€¢ Skedco